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tive short-comings, Sijobang is a marvellous, though circumscribed, contribution to  the 
growing literature on the oral traditions of the Austronesian peoples.
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T he purpose of th is collection of folk songs is to preserve a select group of Sri Lanka’s 
graphite-m iners’ song as a cultural relic for posterity. As the old m ining industry is 
changing and gradually fading away, so also the old culture of the miners is vanishing 
and giving way to the new technological culture. Technology in  its relentless march 
is sweeping away old values and their traditional expressions in  folklore. T he process 
is irreversible not only in Europe and America bu t also in Africa and Asia. T he best 
anthropologists can do in  this situation is to preserve the old artifacts in  museums 
and the evanescent oral traditions in prin ted  books. T his is what Rex Casinander has 
done well in  his Miners’ Folk Songs o f S ri Lanka. In  his introduction, Casinander 
has tried to analyse many of the folk songs in their social context w ith the purpose of 
describing the m iners’ culture. T he author, indeed, has been successful in  his col
lection of the folk songs. He deserves our gratitude. I wonder whether Casinander 
has deliberately left out Tam il miners’ songs. O f course, it is true that the author’s 
research has been exclusively among the Sinhalese m iners; it is not, however, true that 
only the Sinhalese are graphite miners, for on page 24 Casinander refers to a folk song 
which “  is a m ixture of Sinhalese and Tam il and is difficult to translate.”  M ore work 
needs to  be done among the Tam il miners. T he analysis ana interpretation of the 
folk songs are sketchy and very incomplete. T his reviewer is interested in  knowing 
more about the formulaic composition and the origin of the miners’ songs: how many 
of the folk songs are new songs, how many of them  are adaptations of “ N elum  Kavi ”  
songs ? Indeed, there is more room for further research and w riting for Casinander 
himself. Hopefully, he will carry on and finish the good work he has begun by pub
lishing articles on the m iners’ folk songs in  journals like Asian Folklore Studies.
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